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Controlled Digital Lending System
Urgently Needed for Distance Learning
By DLSG, a division of Image Access, Inc.

Avoid crowds at the reserves desk and provide your distance learning students with the copyrighted
content they need. Created over the past five years with an investment of 200,000 professional
engineering hours, DLSG’s Digital Stacks Ecosystem was built to transform libraries into advanced digitalage centers for study, research, and reading. The centerpiece of its Controlled Digital Lending capabilities
is its MyDocs app for tablets, phones & PCs. MyDocs is a free download from Android, iOS and Windows
sites. MyDocs includes extensive Digital Rights Management features for fully controlled, time-limited
access to copyrighted content stored on DSE Content Servers.

Controlled Digital Lending for Academic Libraries
A part of the Digital Stacks Ecosystem / Complete Distance Learning Library by DLSG
Libraries have unique abilities and rights to digitize and share copyrighted content. To maximize the
benefit of library print collections, DLSG’s controlled digital lending solutions provide extensive
capabilities and extensive controls. See https://controlleddigitallending.org for details regarding
Controlled Digital Lending.
DLSG created DSE Content Servers exclusively for academic and public libraries to allow them to take full
advantage of their digital lending rights. DSE Content Servers are owned by the library (not DLSG) and
hold the digital copies of printed volumes owned by the library. DSE Content Servers work with
MyDocs, a free app for PCs, tablets and phones that limits access to copyrighted content to checkout
times set by the library. When the checkout time has expired, the content is immediately removed from
MyDocs. MyDocs also does not allow the content to be exported or ‘screen capped.’

CDL Solution 1

$8,999 + 20% for annual maintenance

(Includes Remote Installation & Setup Support)
This solution includes DSE Content Server with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

An Intel i7 CPU, 16 gigabytes of RAM, one terabyte of SSD storage, gigabit Ethernet and
Windows Professional OS
a function for importing PDFs created by KIC, BSCAN ILL, Opus or other systems; and KSS packets
created by KIC (Note: excludes Universal Access Option)
a function for exporting PDFs from the DSE Content Servers at any time for any other use
Digital Rights Management for up to 10,000 volumes in reserves
Interoperability with MyDocs, a free application for PCs, tablets, and phones that provides
viewing/reading with time limits for controlled digital lending. MyDocs can be downloaded by
anyone for free at any time from Apple, Android and Windows stores.
a function for creating an unlimited number of QR codes and content links for checking out
copyrighted items from the DSE Content Server. The QR code and content link contains Item ID,
checkout duration and duration of a blackout period after checkout time has expired, during
which the user cannot checkout the item again. Content Links are normally accessed via Single
Sign-On (SSO). For QR code distribution, only one per item is needed – a single QR code can be
distributed to all students needing access to a particular item. MyDocs and the DSE Content
Server gives one user after another access, only one at a time per print copy owned by the
library. If the library has multiple copies of a reserves item, as many students will be able to
access the item simultaneously as there are copies of the item owned by the library.
Support for notifying students when an item becomes available.
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CDL Solution 2

$9,999 + 20% for annual maintenance

(Includes Remote Installation & Setup Support and first year of Cloud Service)
This solution includes the complete Reserves Solution 1 above and the Universal Access Option
Universal Access (UA, bookmarks, and photo/chart/graphics view) for 1 existing KIC system, with the
following additional features and capabilities:
•

•
•

Support for high-speed scanning – with a high-speed face-up scanner such as Bookeye 5 or Click
Mini, up to four 300-page books can be digitized in an hour, including input of structural
metadata (bookmarks) that identify sections such as table of contents, preface, forward,
acknowledgements, and section and chapter boundaries, an ADA accessibility feature
Support for MyDocs’ powerful study enhancing tools such as ReadAlong Audio, AutoSKIM, paced
reading, enlarged text reading (e.g. for phones), and highlighting as well as making and studying
flashcards, and study progress monitoring
Output of content to DSE Content Servers and KAT Stacks

CDL Solution 3

$14,999 + 20% for annual maintenance
This solution includes the complete Reserves Solutions 1 and 2 above as well as the KIC Covers & Spines
Option and free use of KAT Stacks until June 15, 2023, 30 Day Trial with no commitment to continue
use. In addition to the features and capabilities included in Solutions 1 and 2, this solution also includes
the following additional features and capabilities:
•
•

•
•

•

The KIC Covers & Spines scan bed, including precisely calibrated 45o optical quality mirror and
specially patterned scan bed for locating the covers and spine of the book.
A KIC Software update that supports the KIC Covers & Spines scan bed and integrates with the
KIC Whole Book Option, allowing the covers and spines of a book to be digitized in 10 to 20
extra seconds. Also, if capturing only covers and spines (e.g. for KAT Stacks), the covers and
spines of up to 100 books can be captured per hour.
free use of KAT Stacks until June 15, 2023, with no commitment to continue use.
export to KAT Stacks, which provides a button on the KAT Stacks bibliography screen of each
reserves book that, when pressed, runs MyDocs and opens the item checkout screen, allowing
the user to attempt to check out the item for reading, studying, and/or research. Note that
checkout to MyDocs and Digital Rights Management is otherwise the same as when checking
out from QR code.
Factory & Remote installation and setup of the KAT Stacks server for your library and university.

Optional Server Redundancy
$8,999 + 20% for annual maintenance
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Controlled Digital Lending Checkout
The checkout screen below is used to access to any copyrighted content for CDL Solutions 1, 2 and 3.

OR

Checkout Method

DSE Solution#
1
2
3

Click on a link posted in an LMS, ILS, Website, or other location
Scanning a QR code
From the KAT Stacks virtual reality shelf browser
From the KAT Stacks book cover display screen (from the shelf browser)
From the KAT Stacks bibliographic record search screen

Checkout durations are controlled by library administration. Individual items can have their own
checkout duration – a library administrator can work with a faculty member to determine and set the
maximum and best checkout duration choices for a particular item. A blackout time can also be
specified that prohibits students from checking out the same item immediately after their checkout time
has expired, allowing other students access to the item when they are ready. These two durations can
be used to enable efficient sharing of one or more digital copies among multiple students.
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Controlled Digital Lending Setup
This screen provides extensive controls for optimizing shared access of limited resources in accordance with controlled digital lending rules.
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KAT Stacks

Virtual Access to Your Stacks
KAT Stacks was built to handle the bibliographic records, covers and spines of millions of books and the
content of a large number of pre- and ex-copyright items. It supports up to 10,000 items, and it’s
available 24/7.
KAT Stacks provides a virtual reality browsing experience for all patrons, including distance learners, that
matches the actual layout and location of every book in your library’s print collections. With a simple
command, even books that have been moved to off-site storage can be seen in their proper place in the
stacks. The off-site storage view simply expands virtual bookshelves to display all books on the shelf as
well as checked out books and books in storage.
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MyDocs with KIC Study System (KSS)
Powerful Study/Research Tools
With CDL Solutions 2 and 3, your KIC systems can create CDL content in the KSS format, which allows
students to study using powerful digital age study methods.
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Creating & Distributing CDL Content via QR Codes (Solution 1)
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Creating & Distributing CDL Content in KSS Format (Solution 2)
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Creating & Distributing Academic Library Reserves – Solution 3
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DSE Content Servers: On-site versus Cloud-based

DLSG provides the purchasing institution the option of a cloud-based DSE Content Server or
on-site digital content storage and access hardware, at the purchasing institution’s sole
discretion. Although cloud-based versions of local hardware are generally considered to be
‘essentially equivalent’ to local solutions, DLSG is the provider of the enabling technology and
not a legal advisor.
Choosing DLSG’s cloud-based version of its DSE Content Servers does not change the initial
price for the first year, which includes the monthly cloud service fees. If the customer
chooses to continue using the cloud-based DSE Content Server after the first year, then each
additional year is charged at $1,200 for cloud service. Cloud Services are provided by Microsoft
through DLSG (Microsoft Azure Cloud Services) and the annual cloud service fee is added to the
annual maintenance contract for your DSE Content Server Solution(s) which includes software
updates, technical support, and training.
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How to Acquire a CDL Solution

For answers to any questions you may have, or for more information in general,
•

Contact Denise Carmona at (561) 886-2977 (M-F 9am-5pm EST)

•

Or call our Special Offers Line: (561) 886-2999 (M-F 9am-5pm EST)

To order a Digital Content Lending solution:
(1) Select CDL Solution 1, 2 or 3. We can help you with this! Just give us a call at
561-886-2900 (M-F 9am-5pm EST)
(2) Request a quotation via phone or send your request in an email to
contactus@imageaccess.com
(3) Send a purchase order or request an invoice at orders@imageaccess.com (please include
your quote #)
After receiving a purchase order or payment and the above contact information, DLSG technical and
training personnel will make contact to arrange installation and training.
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